
 

Waterside Community Council 

Minutes of meeting of 8 January 1919 

Present: Janice Herriot (chair); Karen Chesney-Bathie (treasurer); Cordy Lilly (website coordinator); 

Scott Wilson (acting vice-chair); Jim and Debbie Carmichael (subcommittee members). 

Also in attendance: Cllr. S. MacDonald; Cllr S. Murray; D. McFadden; J. Quigley; D. Scott; C. Willson;  

T Willson. 

Apologies: Janice Whyte (secretary); Elspeth Carlin (int. tenant); Cllr. John Jamieson. 

1) Chair opened meeting at 7.35 and wished everyone a happy new year. 

2) The minutes of the December meeting were read. DC thanked CL and JH for their work 

recording a mammoth meeting.  

3) With regard to items on said minutes, JC said he had been promised a receipt from the 

contractor for the £50 spent on cleaning joint storage container for 

Luggiewatch/WCC/events committee, but it hadn’t materialized [Action: JH following up]; 

JC said he would need cheques for kitting out/lining container soon. It was agreed WCC will 

give £200 for this, as will the events committee. JC hoping to have work on container (lining 

and flooring) under way by the end of the month. 

4) TW proposed that the minutes be accepted as correct and DC seconded.  

5) Re the ASN school, there was an article by Neil McGrory in the Kirkintilloch Herald (KH) on 

the campaign to save the field, drawing on a summary and supporting material sent to him 

by CL. This included Brian Sewell’s letter to councillors in November 2018. SM thought there 

was more on the KH Facebook page. No news as yet about the submission to the 

government and whether it has resulted in a call-in. Next significant campaign activity will be 

the protest match. Match to be a big village event (fully supported by WCC). SW wondered if 

the match would be best postponed till the weather was better (IB had mentioned end 

Jan/beginning Feb). However there were doubts about delaying it too long in case 

(incomplete) plans came before Planning sooner than anticipated. SM’s understanding was 

that plans would have to be relatively complete before being presented to Planning and 

include details of the size of pitch proposed. Also, TG has said EDC would work with WCC on 

plans. [Action: SM will ask for an indication of timescale. CL to advertise match on 

Facebook and the WCC website.] 

6) TW asked about traffic assessment and when it would be carried out. Evidently it was done 

in September in Waterside, and Waterside Rd was assessed earlier in the year. 2.5k cars in 

Waterside. Speed on Bankhead Rd past JQ’s regularly 30mph.Sometimes even 40mph. 

7) With regard to traffic calming measures on Bankhead Rd, these will be put in place once the 

weather is warmer. 

8) Complaints were made about potholes. Resurfacing work has already been carried out on 

Bankhead Rd. Waterside Rd will have resurfacing work carried out next year. 

9) JH expressed thanks for road-sweeping work on Bankhead Rd; and SW for grit bins having 

been refilled on Moss Rd. 

10) Feedback on Facebook on the proposed Spider Bridge sculpture had been mainly negative. 

JH read it out. In addition to the 31 comments against and the three for (one since taken 

down), JH said there had been two comments in favour at a WCC meeting. Some comments 

were specifically against siting the sculpture on the flower bed. The volunteer gardeners had 



also indicated that they thought it would be inappropriate there and would pose a trip 

hazard for them. Others felt the sculpture did not look at all like the bridge itself and an 

explanation would be needed to make sense of it. Some thought it should be nearer the 

Bothlin Burn. Some thought it would clash with the old cottages. DS said the links with 

Waterside were tenuous. S MacD disagreed. Some pointed out that it could be good to have 

a Trails and Tales (T&T) feature in Waterside. However, most T&T features were smaller (e.g. 

teacup at Eastside). [Action: CL to pass on summary of feedback to artists and to ask about 

alternative designs/locations. Invite artists to next meeting.] 

11) CRT projects: a) pantomime a huge success, as was the party. Very well done to Debbie and 

the team on such a professional and fun production. JC is putting together pantomime 

video. Pantomime equipment could be hired to other groups (including for parties/discos) 

provided we get it insured. There may be enough CRT pantomime money over to pay for this 

insurance. Those hiring would need to be trained to use it. Could just cover costs. NB it will 

need to be tested every two years. b) Waterside publication being printed. c) Events group 

has bought some events equipment, including a tea urn. d) With regard to heritage project, 

JC attending related meeting in Kirkintilloch on 24 Jan. Eventually, volunteers of all ages and 

backgrounds to be interviewed (once equipment acquired) with an aim of presenting a 

picture of past and present. Young people to help conduct interviews [Action: people to 

suggest candidates for interviewing.] e) Orienteering may need to wait for lighter nights. f) 

No news as yet re defibrillator. [Action: CL to ask Jackie Brown for update.] It was 

mentioned that people need to request WCC cheques in good time because of delays 

transferring monies. 

12) With regard to Miners Club, no news as yet over money for soundproofing. David Wright of 

CRT applying for National Lottery funding for feasibility study re refurbishment etc. Libby 

and Alice had gone out of their way to help over pantomime. DC had organized thank-you 

flowers.  

13) Fracking discussed. WCC, along with other community councils in Central Scotland, has 

signed petition against it and endorsed a QC response to a Scottish Government 

consultation. Our area may be particularly at risk even though EDC is currently minded 

against it and there is a current Scottish Government moratorium on it. We need to know 

where we stand. [Action: seek information from KCC, which hosted event on fracking.]  

14) More problems with fly-tipping up off Chryston Road. Camera impossible without power 

source. [Action: SMcD will ask about patrols. All to report any instances of new tipping 

spotted]. 

15) KCB said the Christmas tree was tilting. SM volunteered to contact JG of the Street Scene 

team. Complaints made about lack of power supply for Christmas tree lights, despite other 

communities being allowed to tap into electricity from street lights. Batteries no substitute. 

16) Bing owner has been in touch with CRT, having been put in touch with them by DMcF. 

17) DMcF has proposed Moodle community connection project to CRT, and is to take this 

forward. There will be a trial. [Action: DMcF to update WCC on progress.] 

18) Meeting ended at 9.35pm. 

19) Next meeting 12 February. 


